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1 Introduction

Building realistic virtual environments is a complex, expensive and time consuming process [Lai02,
RBFR03, SD00, SH01]. Lepuras and Vassilakis [LV05] note that state-of-the-art virtual environments
are both costly to build and to maintain. In addition to generating virtual object models [Kes02, SW06],
for example buildings and scenery, a developer must also manage support for user interaction [BKLP05,
SH06], any environment and object behaviours that are required, for example collision detection, and
any non-visual features of the virtual world, for example audio cues and haptic feedback [PBT02].
Although virtual environment development toolkits are available, many only provide a subset of the
tools needed to build complete virtual worlds. Some features of virtual worlds such as wind, fire, smoke
and water, and the provision for embodied autonomous agents [AB02], are particularly hard to simulate.
In addition, virtual environment toolkits often require additional programming skills and a substantial
time investment on the part of the developer.

The current generation of computer games present realistic virtual worlds featuring user friendly
interaction and the simulation of real world phenomena, for example gravity. Using computer games
as the basis for virtual environment development has a number of advantages. Computer games are
robust and extensively tested [LV05], both for usability and performance, work on off-the-shelf sys-
tems [RBFR03] and can be easily disseminated, for example via online communities. Many computer
game developers support modification of their game environments by releasing level editors, for example
to modify the game environment, and tools to edit the game behaviour. This allows the reuse of the
underlining game engine technology, including 3D rendering, 2D drawing, sound, user input and world
physics/dynamics [LJ02]. Therefore computer games can provide inexpensive state-of-the-art 3D virtual
worlds that can be customised to experimental requirements in a short amount of time without extensive
programming. This is a promising area of research that has already seen recent game technology used in
a variety of virtual environment domains including context-aware system evaluation [BE01, OLMD07], e-
Tourism1 [BMS07], human behaviour model testing [SBOC06], human-level AI research [Lai02, LAB+02],
human-robot interaction simulation [LWH07, WLG03], information visualisation [KWGH05], interactive
storytelling [CCM02], laboratory accident simulation [BF03], landscape visualisation [HP02], large-scale
real-time ecosystem simulation [ROB02], phobia therapy [BCSJ+06, RBFR03], photorealistic environ-
ment walk-throughs [DB00], psychological experimenting [FHK+07], serious games [MRL+06] and virtual
museums [LV05].

A number of computer game developers provide tools, documentation and source code, either with
the game itself or separately available, so that end-users can create new content for the game called a
mod or modification [Gui07]. For example, users can create new levels, maps, items or characters and

∗Contact author - shamus.smith@durham.ac.uk, tel. +44(0)191 334 4284, fax +44(0)191 334 1701
1The e-Tourism environment developed by Berger et al. [BMS07] uses the Torque Game Engine (see

http://www.garagegames.com/ [last access 17/7/07]). However, this game engine requires a commercial licence for non-
game development and will not be discussed here further.
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add them into the game, known as a partial conversion, or create an entirely new game by altering the
games source code, known as a total conversion.

This report overviews several currently available game engines that are suitable for prototyping virtual
environments. Modern game engines have a modular structure so that they can be reused for different
games [LJ02]. Therefore, a game produced using an engine can be modified using the development
tools provided with it in order to produce a virtual environment. Computer games in the First Person
Shooter (FPS) genre tend to have the greatest capability and resources for modification, so this report
will examine game engines for this game genre. There is a wide selection of 3D game engines available
for potential reuse2. Lewis and Jacobson [LJ02] observe that there are more than 600 commercial
game engines. However, the game engines considered here are those used in the most recently available
commercial computer games, thus representing more advanced technology which usually results in more
realistic environments. The Quake III Arena engine (see Section 3), although not as recent as the others,
is also considered as it is different to the engine used for Quake IV, now the Doom 3 engine (see Section 4)
and is still popular for modding.

2 CryENGINE

The CryENGINE was created by software developers Crytek3 and used in the game Far Cry4 released
in 2004.

The CryENGINE supports a number of features that are useful for creating immersive and realistic
games and virtual environments, such as a real-time editor, bump mapping, dynamic lights, a network
system, an integrated physics system, shaders, shadow support and a dynamic music system. The
necessary development tools are integrated with the engine itself, including the CryENGINE Sandbox
world editing system. The engine supports all currently available hardware and it is updated with
further hardware support when it becomes available. Licensed developers receive full source code and
documentation for the engine and tools5.

Advantages to using the CryENGINE include the fact that the engine produces very high quality
graphics and visuals. The necessary development tools are provided with the engine and so can be
accessed from games that use the engine, such as Far Cry. Also, the Sandbox editor is a very intuitive
tool as it edits levels in real time, offering what you see is what you play feedback. Partial source code
and documentation is included with a freely downloadable SDK6. Disadvantages with this engine include
that it has high demands on supporting hardware requirements for the high quality visual and audio
components and that there is only a small amount of fan-based community written documentation avail-
able. This has implications for getting support if this engine is used in virtual environment development.
However, there is a growing mod community at the official Crymod Modding Portal7.

3 id Tech 3 Engine

The id Tech 3 engine is a game engine developed by id Software8 and was first used in the game Quake
III Arena9, released in 1999. It was previously known as the Quake III engine. The engine was the
successor to the Quake10 and Quake II11 engines, but much of the code is either new or has been re-
written. Designed to be the ultimate multiplayer experience, QUAKE III Arena has become a defacto
standard for professional gamers and is the common choice for gaming tournaments around the world12.
This game engine has been succeeded by the Doom 3 engine (see Section 4).

2For a comprehensive database of 3D engines see http://www.devmaster.net/engines/ [last access 17/7/07].
3http://www.crytek.com [last access 14/7/07].
4http://www.farcry-thegame.com [last access 14/7/07].
5http://www.crytek.com/technology/index.php [last access 14/7/07].
6http://crymod.com/filebase.php [last access 18/7/07].
7http://crymod.com/ [last access 18/7/07].
8http://www.idsoftware.com [last access 14/7/07].
9http://www.idsoftware.com/games/quake/quake3-arena/ [last access 14/7/07].

10An augmented reality gaming system based on the Quake engine is described in [PT02].
11Network simulations using code based on the Quake II engine are described in [SA06]. Research into human-level AI

using Quake II is described in [Lai02].
12http://www.idsoftware.com/business/history/ [last access 14/7/07].
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The id Tech 3 engine supports 3D models in the MD3 file format, which uses per-vertex animation
to store movement information, instead of skeletal animation. The MD3 format defines models in three
separate parts, e.g. head, torso and legs, so that each part can move independently. Each part of the
model has its own texture set. Character models are lit and shaded using gouraud shading13 while
the map levels use lightmaps or gouraud shading, depending on the user’s preference. Three different
kinds of shadow are supported: blob shadow, a circle with faded edges at the feet of a character, and
two other modes, which project an accurate shadow on the floor - the difference being that one mode
is opaque while the other mode attempts to project shadow volumes in a medium-transparent black.
However, none of these techniques clip shadow volumes, resulting in shadows passing through geometry.
A high-level shader language is also included, as well as a method for rendering effects such as volumetric
fog14.

One of the advantages of using this engine is that in addition to the Quake III game source code, the
engine source code has been released under the GNU General Public License (GPL). The availability of
the full source code provides more flexibility in the customisation of game environments. Additionally
there is a large number of tutorials and articles that have been written for this engine and with the
release of the source code15 in 2005, there is still an active development community. One disadvantage
of using this engine is that game engine technology has progressed greatly since its original release in
1999, and more advanced engines are available for use [KWGH05]. The more advanced engines can help
with realism and immersion in a virtual environment because of their greater graphical capabilities, for
example, in the generation of realistic shadows and lighting effects, and in game customisation with more
developer-oriented support tools.

Virtual environments developed using this engine include environments for context-aware system
evaluation [BE01], information visualisation [KWGH05] and psychological experimenting [FHK+07].

4 id Tech 4 Engine

The id Tech 4 engine is a game engine developed by id Software and was first used in game Doom 316.
id Tech 4 was previously known as the Doom 3 engine. The Doom 3 engine began as an enhancement of
the Quake III engine, which consisted of a complete rewrite of the renderer. However, it was decided to
change from the C programming language to C++, which required a complete restructuring and rewrite
of the rest of the engine17.

The id Tech 4 engine provides several unique features, such as a unified lighting paradigm, where
every surface uses the same rendering pipeline, leading to visual consistency and fully dynamic shadows.
An in-game GUI feature is also provided, which enables interactive, resolution-independent surfaces,
such as the computer screens in Doom 3. The engine also makes short map compilation times possible.
The level editor for this engine is built into games that use it and so can be accessed by anyone who
owns any of these games. Greater flexibility is enabled when modding by the use of non-proprietary
formats. Finally, the engine uses a strong and flexible scripting language, which can accomplish effects
from changing entity behaviour to modifying variables in real time18.

The main advantage of using the Doom 3 engine is that it is a very powerful engine, capable of
producing realistic environments. Also, there is a large modding community, including a large number
of tutorials and articles are available. However, similar to CryENGINE (Section 2), the hardware re-
quirements of the engine are high, for example requirements for Doom 3 include: 100% DirectX 9.0b
compatible 64MB hardware accelerated video card, Pentium IV 1.5 GHz or Athlon XP 1500+ processor
or higher, 384MB RAM, 2.2GB of uncompressed free hard disk space (plus 400MB for Windows swap
file) and 100% DirectX 9.0b compatible 16-bit sound card.

13Gouraud shading is a method used in computer graphics to simulate the differing effects of light and colour across the
surface of an object to eliminate intensity discontinuities [FvFH90, pg736].

14http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quake III engine [last access 14/7/07].
15The Quake III source code and development tools are available at http://www.idsoftware.com/business/techdownloads/

[last access 14/7/07].
16http://www.idsoftware.com/games/doom/doom3/ [last access 14/7/07].
17http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doom 3 Engine [last access [14/7/07]
18http://www.modwiki.net/wiki/Doom 3 engine [14/7/07].
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5 Jupiter Extended (EX)

Jupiter EX is the latest version of a multi-platform game engine and development kit, developed by
Touchdown Entertainment19 and used for the game F.E.A.R20.

Visual technologies used in the engine include a DirectX 9 based renderer that uses materials for all
objects. Shaders are associated with each material and provide editable parameters, including texture
maps, colours and numeric constants. For lighting, Jupiter EX uses a unified Blinn-Phong per-pixel
lighting model21, which allows each light to generate both diffuse and specular lighting consistently
across all solid objects in the environment. The lighting pipeline uses three passes: emissive, lighting
and translucency. The engine also supports a data driven visual effects system, which allows the creation
of key-framed effects that can be comprised of dynamic lights, particle systems, models and sounds. For
example, particle effects such as fire, steam and smoke can be produced. Havok physics22 have been
incorporated into this version of the engine to simulate realistic physics and the Havok Vehicle Kit is
included to support vehicles and simulate vehicle behaviour. A flexible animation system allows control
of character movement and facial expressions23.

Jupiter EX includes a set of content creation tools, each with a different purpose. WorldEdit allows
designers to create 3D environments and add objects and lighting. The results can be viewed in real time.
ModelEdit allows the designer to optimise models so that they interact correctly with the environment
and other objects. It is also possible to define specific properties, assign texture IDs, attach objects to
models and manipulate animation data. FxEdit can create and modify visual effects, without requiring
re-compilation of the game, which increases the efficiency of the implement/test cycle for special effects
24. Other tools include ArchiveEdit, a tool used to package game assets into one archive for distribution,
GDBEdit, the game database editor for changing things such as weapon damage, the interface etc.
without changing source code, StringEdit, used to store and modify all strings that need to be localised
and a number of plug-ins for importing/exporting to modelling applications25.

The advantages of modifying games that use the Jupiter EX engine include the high level of graphical
fidelity that can be achieved, which will improve realism and immersion. Also, the tools required for
modifying Jupiter EX games are logically separated into different applications and come with documen-
tation. The main disadvantage is that the modding community is not as large for F.E.A.R, the most
popular Jupiter EX game, as it is for other games such as Half-Life 2 (see Section 6) or Unreal Tourna-
ment 2003/2004 (see Section 7). Therefore there are fewer community websites and fan written tutorials
available. Although documentation is included with the F.E.A.R SDK, it is not comprehensive, and this
has time implications for learning how to create environments and achieve certain modifications.

6 Source Engine

The Source Engine was developed by the Valve Corporation26 and is most notably used in games such
as Half-Life 227 and Counter-Strike: Source28. The Source Engine features include a high degree of
modularity and flexibility, lip synchronisation and facial expression technology and a realistic physics
system.

The engine also supports particle effects, volumetric smoke and environmental effects such as fog
or rain. An advanced artificial intelligence system is provided which enables sophisticated character
navigation, enabling characters to run, jump, climb stairs etc. The source code is written in C/C++
and classes can be modified or derived to create new entities, allowing a finer degree of control over
modifications. A high level of graphical fidelity can be achieved using the Source Engine because of its
advanced rendering features and detailed characters. Also, the materials system can be used to define

19http://www.touchdownentertainment.com/ [last access 14/7/07].
20http://www.whatisfear.com [last access 14/7/07].
21For details on Blinn and Phong lighting models see [Ebe07, pg96-97].
22http://www.havok.com/ [last access 18/7/07].
23http://www.touchdownentertainment.com/jupiterEX.htm [last access 14/7/07].
24http://www.touchdownentertainment.com/jupiterEX.htm [last access 14/7/07].
25ftp://ftp.sierra.com/pub/sierra/fear/updates/ [last access 14/7/07].
26http://www.valvesoftware.com [last access 15/7/07].
27http://www.Half-Life2.com/ [last access 15/7/07].
28http://counter-strike.net/ [last access 15/7/07]
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not only what texture an item uses, but also what it is made from, which will affect the sound it makes
when moved and its mass. All these features will improve the realism of a virtual environment29.

The level editor that is used to produce levels for games using the Source Engine is the Valve Hammer
Editor, commonly referred to as Hammer. The editor uses brushes, called primitives, to construct a
level. Apart from the construction of level architecture, Hammer is also used for creating level events
and scripting30. Hammer is an additive-based level editor and uses CSG (constructive solid geometry)
operations to add geometry to a void.

Documentation for the Source SDK is provided on the Valve Developer Community31 wiki, which was
created by Valve and is the definitive and most comprehensive source of information on using the Source
Engine. All the necessary tools for creating a mod and game content, e.g. via Hammer, are included with
the Source SDK, which is available after purchasing a Source-based game, i.e. Half-Life 2, and can be
downloaded using Valve’s digital content delivery service called Steam32. The Source SDK also provides
a Create a Mod option, which copies the necessary source code and resources to a working directory.
A large number of other websites provide their own discussion forums and tutorials, which range from
general introductions to the Source SDK tools to more specific tasks, see for example Interlopers.net33,
for design resources and Half-Life 2 tutorials, and Edit Life34, for Half-Life 2 Source mapping tutorials.

The main advantage of the Source Engine is that it has been designed from the ground up to be
highly modular, which means that modification of games developed using the Source Engine can be done
to a very fine degree. Also, the popularity of the Source Engine for game modding has led to a very large
community of licensees and independent developers, who participate in forum discussions, write articles
and create tutorials for the rest of the community to learn from. The Valve Developer Community
provides tutorials and technical references relevant to developing mods for Source-based games, such as
Half-Life 2. One of the disadvantages of the using the Source Engine is that the user will have to have
a Steam account to be able to use the mod. However, Steam accounts are free but initially require an
internet connection.

Virtual environments developed using the Half-Life and Source Engine include systems to evaluate
adaptive context-aware services [OLMD07], arachnophobia therapy [BCSJ+06, RBFR03], laboratory
accident simulation [BF03] and serious games to teach food safety [MRL+06].

7 Unreal Engine 2

The Unreal Engine is a powerful and widely used game engine developed by Epic Games35, the second
version of which was used to develop Unreal Tournament 200336 and its successor, Unreal Tournament
200437. The core code is written in C++ and has been used in games on several platforms. UnrealEd 3,
the level editor, is included with Unreal Tournament 2003/2004.

The engine supports high performance rendering, advanced animation features and high-quality dy-
namic lighting. Supported effects include a particle system for particles composed of sprites, meshes,
lines and beams. The particle system supports various lifetime, texture, movement and collision options.
All particle features can be manipulated in real time in the editor. The texturing features of the engine
include a material system that supports alpha-blending, i.e. transparency and blending of multiple layers
of textures. High resolution textures that use efficient compression are also supported, which can help
improve realism. The Unreal Editor, UnrealEd, is a what you see is what you get content creation tool38.

In contrast with other game engine level editors, UnrealEd regards the game virtual world as a solid
mass. UnrealEd is therefore a subtractive-based level editor where virtual worlds are carved from the
solid mass. This has the advantage of removing any possibility of BSP39 leaks, caused by gaps between
geometric primitives, when constructing environment spaces, as can happen when using Valve’s Hammer,

29http://www.valvesoftware.com/files/SOURCE InfoSheet.pdf [last access 15/7/07].
30http://developer.valvesoftware.com/wiki/Hammer [last access 15/7/07].
31http://developer.valvesoftware.com/ [last access 15/7/07].
32http://www.steampowered.com [last access 15/7/07].
33http://www.interlopers.net/ [last access 15/7/07].
34http://www.editlife.net/ [last access 15/7/07].
35http://www.epicgames.com/ [last access 16/7/07].
36http://www.unrealtournament3.com/ [last access 16/7/07].
37http://www.unrealtournament.com/ last access [16/7/07].
38http://www.unrealtechnology.com/html/technology/ue2.shtml [last access 16/7/07].
39Binary space partitioning [Ebe07, pg354].
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as the UnrealEd virtual world is totally encapsulated. Modification of games based on the Unreal Engine
2 is further supported by inclusion of sample content and the source code for the engine and editor. The
engine source code is written in C++. The engine also includes a scripting language, UnrealScript, which
can modify various aspects of the gameplay40.

Many resources are available for modifying Unreal Engine based games, including Epic’s Unreal
Developer Network (UDN)41, which is the official support site for licensees and mod developers and
provides technical documentation as well as tutorials for the Unreal Engine and UnrealEd. There are also
a number of community websites that provide discussion forums and tutorials, for example Architectonic
UT2003 Editing and Inspiration42 and UnrealWiki43.

The main advantage of the Unreal Engine 2 is that it has been available for a few years so there are
a considerable number of tutorials and articles on editing games that have been developed using it. The
main disadvantage is that there are now more recent engines with more advanced graphics technology
that will help to improve the realism of developed virtual environments.

Virtual environments developed with the Unreal Engine include systems for acrophobia and claus-
trophobia therapy [RBFR03], virtual museums [LV05], interactive storytelling [CCM02], landscape vi-
sualisation [HP02], large-scale real-time ecosystem simulation [ROB02], human behaviour model test-
ing [SBOC06], human-level AI research [Lai02, LAB+02], human-robot interaction simulation [LWH07,
WLG03], photorealistic walk-throughs of the Florida Everglades and the Notre Dame Cathedral [DB00]
and a low cost CAVE [Jac03].

8 Summary

Much of the research and development being conducted in the gaming industry parallels ongoing work in
the virtual environment community [Zyd05]. Gershon et al [GSP06] observe that computer games fuse
software engineering, architecture, artificial intelligence, 3D graphics, art and sound effects with dramatic
performances, music and storytelling. Many of these features are required in virtual environments and
reusable game engines have the potential to support this transition of technology.

All the engines considered in this report are suitable for developing non-game virtual environments.
Lewis and Jacobson [LJ02] note that in many cases it would be hard to imagine an application for which
one game engine would be suited and others not. All the engines listed provide some source code to
users. This is usually partial source code that can be altered and recompiled to affect the gameplay.
Full source code, e.g. code for the engine, is typically only available to commercial licensees. However,
this does change over time as new game engines are developed and older engines are released as open
source projects. The existence of a strong and active online modding community, particularly with
official developer support, is an important consideration, as is the minimum required specification for
off-the-shelf hardware. Appendix A compares and contrasts some of the important features that relate
to modification and editing of games using the engines considered in this report.
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A Engine Comparison

Table 1 compares and contrasts some of the important features that relate to modification and editing
of games using the engines considered in this report.
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Engine Level Source SDK Documentation Other

name editor code

CryENGINE Sandbox, Game source CryENGINE SDK includes Uses a real-time
integrated code available, MOD SDK, CryENGINE sandbox editor.
with comes with includes modding guide Paid license
FarCry. CryENGINE documentation and FAQ, as required for full

MOD SDK. and additional well as guides source code and
tools. for other tools. documentation.

id Tech 3 Q3Radiant Full source Toolchain id Software Released in
/Gtk code available available for provides 1999, graphics
Radiant is from id Linux to help documentation look slightly
a separate Software’s ftp with source for level dated, but still
download. site. compilation. building,terrains, has an active

AI and the community.
shader system.

id Tech 4 D3Edit Game source Doom 3 SDK, An official id Large
integrated code available, includes Maya Software website community, good
with comes with importer provides an amount of
id Tech 4 Doom 3 SDK. source, vehicle introductory tutorials and
based demo and guide. documentation
games. sample Maya available.

files.
Jupiter EX WorldEdit Game source F.E.A.R SDK, CHM file included F.E.A.R

comes code available, includes with SDK gives community not as
with comes with documentation an overview of large as for other
F.E.A.R F.E.A.R SDK. and additional the tools, some games, but still
SDK. level/game tutorials and provides some

editing tools. some references. useful tutorials.
Source Hammer Game source Source SDK, Official Large community

comes code available, includes documentation providing
with comes with additional tools. available on comprehensive
Source Source SDK. Requires Valve Developer tutorials and
SDK. Steam account. Community. references.

Unreal 2 UnrealEd, UnrealScript Karma physics Subset of official Paid license
included game source SDK, but no documentation required for full
with code available separate SDK and tutorials source and UDN
Unreal from UDN. for the engine. available on the access, but many
based Some tools Unreal Developer tutorials available
games. available from Network (UDN). from community.

UDN.

Table 1: Game engine comparison
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